
EE 109 - Spring 2023 Name:

Lab 8 - PWM Lab 12:30 W 2:00 W 3:30 W
Section 11:00 F 12:30 F

For the second part of this lab that uses Timer/Counter1, use the worksheet below to determine the
value for register OCR1A so the output has a 20ms pulse period, and the minimum and maximum values
for register OCR1B to limit the pulse width to between 0.75ms and 2.25ms. Remember the relationship
between count value, time and prescalar is given by this equation:

count = time× 16Mhz

prescalar

Prescalar: 1 8 64 256 1024

OCR1A:

Using the prescalar selected above calculate the values for OCR1B:

Minimum OCR1B (for 0.75ms pulse width) =

Maximum OCR1B (for 2.25ms pulse width) =

TA/Instructor initials: �
?

Item Outcome Score Max.
Checkpoint

• LED changes between two brightness levels as encoder is rotated Yes/No 2

PWM Operation
• LED PWM signal duty cycles cycle changes from 0% to 100% on
the scope

Yes/No 2

• LED brightness changes from off to full on Yes/No 1
• Motor PWM period, minimum width, and maximum width are
correct on scope

Yes/No 3

• Motor turns smoothly in both directions Yes/No 2

Review Questions (graded after submission)
• Questions below (put answers in Lab8_Answers.txt file
and submit on Vocareum)

3

Code Organization (Graded after submission)
• Code is indented properly and includes comments Yes/No 1
• Program correctly initializes timers Yes/No 2
• Program adjusts pulse widths based on state changes Yes/No 3
• Program handles min and max pulse widths properly Yes/No 3

Total 20
Open ended comments:
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Review Problems

1. (2 points) Billy Bruin wants to control a servo motor like the one used in Lab 8 but only has the 8-
bit Timer/Counter0 available to use to generate the PWM signal. He says this won’t work since the
maximum pulse period you can get from the 8-bit timer is 16.4ms and servo motors need PWM signals
with a 20ms period. Tammy Trojan decides to try using the 8-bit timer anyway just to see if it will
work. Assuming she sets it up for the maximum period of 16.4ms, what values will she have to put in
the OCR0A register to generate the minimum pulse width of 0.75ms, and the maximum pulse width of
2.25ms?

2. (1 point) When Timer/Counter1 is counting, the count value is kept in the TCNT1 register and is
constantly being compared for equality (and only equality) to the values in the OCR1B and OCR1A
registers to determine when to terminate the PWM pulse or to end one pulse period and start the next.
Suppose at some point your program adjusts the PWM width by changing the OCR1B register, and the
new OCR1B value is lower than the value that is currently in the TCNT1 register. What will happen
to the output signal during this pulse period?
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